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Abstract: A Tilt Wing Vertical Take-off and Landing (VTOL) 

UAV, which highlights Tilt wings alongside each other and 

propellers fitted at the mid-span of every wing, is one of the better 

reassuring UAV configurations having both vertical take-off and 

landing capability and high cruise performance. A small prototype 

TW UAV has been constructed to prove the concept and full 

transition between vertical and horizontal flight has been 

successfully demonstrated under remote manual control. The 

essential aerodynamic characteristics of the TW i.e. Tilt wing 

derived from ANSYS data are summarized, and a tandem wing 

concept which achieves both hovering and cruising stability has 

been applied to design the prototype UAV. A flight control system 

(FCS) enabling continuous sway through all flight phases enabled 

a pilot to carry out vertical take-off, accelerating transition, cruise, 

decelerating transition and hover landing, all these phases with 

sufficient flying qualities.  

 

Keywords: Tilt wing, UAV, VTOL (vertical takeoff and 

landing). 

1. Introduction 

Uses of the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) are getting 

mainstream dependent on quick mechanical advance & 

development in operational familiarity. Potential common and 

business UAV applications incorporate logical exploration, for 

example, meteorology and geology, ecological perception, for 

example, air examining, vegetation review, and untamed life 

following, law implementation, debacle support, and modern 

help, for example, crop tidying, fish finding and electrical cable 

upkeep. Without a doubt, a few UAVs have just been functional 

to fringe watch, backwoods fire planning, etc. It is normal that 

the use of UAVs will continue extending and the market will 

develop drastically inside the decade. Existing fixed-wing & 

helicopter UAVs can be functional to satisfy the needs of these 

missions, yet these have inborn operational burdens. Fixed-

wing UAVs by and large have great journey execution however 

require run ways or unique dispatch and recuperation hardware, 

for example, sling launchers, parachutes or nets. Helicopter 

UAVs can take off and land with no runways however have 

helpless voyage and payload conveying execution contrasted 

with fixed-wing UAVs. 

A progression of air stream tests must be done first to 

examine the QTW arrangement's fundamental streamlined 

qualities, with estimations completed of intensity on high 

approach (wing alpha from 0 degree to +90 degree) attributes,  

 

push of the couple propeller format in standalone mode, and 

wing-propeller downwash utilizing (molecule picture 

velocimetry). These test will affirm the streamlined 

achievability of the setup, and can propose a need to improve 

the pair wing plan for better soundness and control, in any 

period of flight. In the current task, rather than completing air 

stream test to get the streamlined plausibility, an ANSYS 

program is rushed to get however much subtleties as could be 

expected, since accessible air stream in school isn't adequate to 

get the streamlined subsidiaries. At that point an improved 

couple wing design be created and utilized in the structure of 

the confirmation of-idea vehicles, and an essential flight control 

framework intended to permit the vehicle to be physically 

forbidden all through its wide flight envelope. 

2. Background 

The TW (Tilt Wing) has a pair wing design with 4 propellers, 

1 mounted on every one of the front and back wings. The 

vehicle take off in VTOL mode with the main edges of its wings 

coordinated vertically upwards. The vehicle climbs and 

afterward quickens while turning its wing step by step towards 

the flat. This flight stage is named "quickening progress" and 

the vehicle's arrangement during change is supposed to be in a 

"transformation mode". The QTW travels in "quite mode" with 

the principle wings fixed on a level plane at a down stop. In 

"decelerating change" stage, the wings tilt back to vertical, & 

the vehicle at last grounds in VTOL mode. In the drift, the 

vehicles is forbidden in pitch and roll by means of disparity 

push. Yaw is restricted by means of Flaperon surfaces on the 

front and back principle wings which are submerged in the 

propeller slip stream. In standalone mode, the vehicle is 

controlled in pitch by means of lifts or flaperons, in roll by 

means of flaperons & in yaw by means of a rudder or 

discrepancy push. 1 bit of leeway of the QTW setup is that the 

QTW propeller & wing blend doesn't would like principle or 

tail rotor instruments, which are heavier and more mind 

boggling than propellers. Additionally, a cross shaft system to 

make up for lopsided push in a 1-motor defective drifting 

circumstance could be killed by a programmed motor control 

work that decreases the push of the working motor corner to 

corner inverse the bombed one. A tilt wing vehicle for the most 

part has higher circle stacking and littler measurement 
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propellers than a tilt rotor vehicle, and in this manner creates 

higher downwash and clamor while drifting however has better 

voyage execution. A tilt wing setup permits different structure 

choices for the wing platform for journey proficiency, while tilt 

rotor vehicles for the most part have the rotors mounted at the 

wing tips, driving a shorter wing range.  

 
Fig. 1.  Initial design 

 

 
Fig. 2(a).  Aircraft Assembly Horizontal 

 

 
Fig. 2(b).  Aircraft Assembly Vertical 

3. Description 

This Paper is framed as shown in Figure 2. A Quad Tilt wing 

VTOL UAV, highlighted couple angled wings and propellers 

placed at the middle range of all wings, this is the most 

encouraging UAV designs have together a VTOL ability and 

high journey execution. A little model QTW UAV has been 

built to demonstrate the idea and full progress among vertical 

and level flight will be completed to showed under far off 

manual control. The basic streamlined qualities of the QTW got 

from ANSYS examination. A control framework can be 

planned with these subsidiaries and recreation can be carried 

out. Fixed wing UAVs by and large have great voyage 

execution however require runways or exceptional dispatch and 

recuperation hardware, for example, sling launchers, parachutes 

or nets. Helicopter UAVs can departure and land without 

runways yet have helpless journey and payload conveying 

execution contrasted with fixed wing UAVs. VTOL UAVs are 

one intends to defeat these inconveniences. Runway cost, Fuel 

utilization and Maintenance cost can be spared and decreased. 

4. Design 

The fundamental design and idea of the QTW are introduced 

in Fig. 1. The vehicle takes off in VTOL mode with the main 

edges of its wings coordinated vertically upwards. It at first trips 

vertically and afterward quickens while pivoting its wing bit by 

bit towards the level. This flight stage is named "quickening 

change" and during progress the vehicle's setup is supposed to 

be in a "transformation mode". The QTW travels in "flight 

mode" with the primary wings fixed on a level plane at a down 

stop. In the "decelerating progress" stage, the wings tilt back to 

the vertical, and the vehicle at last grounds in VTOL mode. In 

the float, the vehicle is controlled in pitch and roll by means of 

differential push. Yaw is controlled by means of flaperon 

surfaces on the front and back wings which are drenched in the 

propeller slipstream. In quite mode, the vehicle is controlled in 

pitch through lifts (or flaperons), in roll by means of flaperons, 

and in yaw by means of a rudder or differential push. One 

preferred position of the QTW design is that the propeller-and-

wing blend doesn't require fundamental or tail rotor 

instruments, which are heavier and more mind boggling than 

basic propellers. Likewise, while a twin motor tilt rotor vehicle 

requires a cross shaft to keep away from unbalanced push in a 

one-motor out of commission floating circumstance, this might 

be dispensed with in a QTW by a programmed motor control 

work that diminishes the push of the working motor corner to 

corner inverse the bombed one. A tilt wing vehicle for the most 

part has higher plate stacking and littler width propellers than a 

tilt rotor vehicle, and in this manner produces higher downwash 

while drifting however has better journey execution. A tilt wing 

arrangement permits different structure alternatives for the 

wing planform for journey effectiveness, though tilt rotor 

vehicles for the most part have the rotors mounted at the wing 

tips, constraining a shorter wing span. 

 

Design parameters: 

 Approximate weight of an Airplane is 2kg.  

i.e. (Structure + Motor + Battery+ Electronic devices). 

 We design for a weight of 3kg. 

 A single motor and propeller combination can give a 

Thrust of 1.2kg. 

then, Total Thrust = 1.2*4 = 4.8kg. 

 Single wing takes a weight of 2.4kg i.e. the lift to be 

generated. 
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 The wing loading from literature of RC plane varies 

from 7kg/m² to 10kg/m². 

 We assumed that wing span is 1m 

    W/S=8kg/m² 

    S=W/8 

    S=3/8 

    S=0.4m². 

 Area of one Wing is = S/2 

                                      =0.4/2 

                                      =0.2m². 

 Area of one wing is 0.2m², so chord = 0.2m. 

 The software used for the Initial designing of a model 

is catiav5. 

5. Vehicle Dynamics Modeling 

A six-level of-opportunity nonlinear flight reenactment 

model was built utilizing QTWUAV PC program test 

information. The model was planned to be utilized both for 

examination of flight qualities, for example, trim, change 

booking, security and controllability, and for pilot-tuned 

continuously reproduction. The model created in this 

examination includes a logical streamlined features model, a 

mass properties model, a drive framework model, a flight 

control framework model, a conditions of movement model, a 

barometrical model, winds and choppiness models, and a 

ground contact model. The logical optimal design model and 

mass properties model fused the QTW's controlled lift and 

arrangement highlights which are summed up underneath. (1) 

The propeller-wing mix gives both the forward and back wings 

with power-increase high-lift attributes. There is a sure measure 

of stream obstruction between the wings. The streamlined 

coefficients change as per wing tilt points, body approach and 

fold edges just as motor push. (2) The wings are submerged in 

the propeller slipstream thus create lift even while floating in 

zero breeze. Flaperons can thusly produce yaw control and 

pivotal (forward and toward the back) powers during float. (3) 

The mass boundaries including focus of gravity, inertial second 

and inertial item change with wing tilt edge. The designs of the 

streamlined and propulsive models to be developed after air 

stream test just, and tried information are to be utilized the CFD 

examination won't give right information. All out streamlined 

powers and minutes are determined by adding the fundamental 

wing-body segment, control surface segment, dynamic segment 

energized via airplane rotational movement and tail wing part. 

The wing-body segment includes streamlined impedance 

among front and back wings, and longitudinal streamlined 

coefficients are expected to rely upon body approach, wing tilt 

point, the normal edge of the left and right folds on the front 

wing, and the normal push of the four propellers. Illustrates a 

case of the lift coefficient of the wing-body model at tilt edge, 

=30 deg. The model of the control powers and minutes created. 

The models incorporate force enlarge lift highlights in which 

coefficients rely upon wing approach and motor push. It is 

expected that left and right Flaperon diversions for move 

control incite no huge neighborhood stream changes between 

the front and back wings. For the streamlined control surfaces, 

just diversion of the front flaperons from unbiased for 

longitudinal control is considered to influence the obstruction 

between the wings and is remembered for the wing body model. 

Dynamic subsidiaries are evaluated dependent on examination 

of airplane calculation. The streamlined power of the even tail 

is independently determined by expecting a downwash edge 

which relies upon the wing tilt edge. Mass properties model 

contain CGx, CGz, Ixx, Iyy, Izz, andIxz models. These 

properties change with wing tilt point. CGx model for instance 

of the mass property model. 

6. Result 

We were not able to complete the model because spare parts 

are not available in the market due to Covid 19 restrictions. The 

mathematical model and CATIA model was finalized at COEA. 

The ANSYS analysis and CFD model was also carried out 

there. Later the restriction in travel halted all our further 

simulation and mathematical modeling. At present the 

inference that are obtained from the programming are,  

1. The front and rear wings are at different angle of attack 

and hence there need to be a gain scheduling to be 

done to drive the servo driving the rear wing to be 

higher than the front wing depending on the forward 

speed. 

2. The span wise flow need to be stopped using a winglet 

or a fence to augment the lift. 

3. The flaps/ ailerons can effectively be used to control 

yaw during hover / vertical flight due to cross winds. 

4. For pitch up and pitch down, the engine rpm increase 

of the front /rear respectively is not a good proposition, 

better to have a horizontal tail operated by a separate 

servo. 

The parts that were ordered were given below: 

1. Electric motor Great Planes Rimfire 42-40-800:  

4 Nos. 

2. Great Planes Silver series 35A motor driver  

3. Propeller size 11” x 8”: 4 Nos 

4. ESC (Electric Control card): 1 No. 

5. Battery 30 Ah 11.1 V Li-Po: 1 No. 

6. FCU, GPS, Power Module receiver: 1 No. 

7. Servo: 2Nos 

8. Aileron servo: 4 Nos 

9. Carbon fabric 1 meter and adhesive  

10. 10mm dia carbon tube, wall thickness 1 mm:  

1-meter-long 2 pieces 

7. Conclusion 

This paper presented an over view on Quad Tilt Wing VTOL 

UAV. 
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